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RESUME OF STATEMENT 

by 

assoc. prof. Yonka Petrova Parvanova, PhD, Faculty of Education, Sofia University “St. Kliment 

Ohridski”, associate professor in 1.1. Theory and management of education 

About 

Research papers for participation in a competition for academic position “Professor”in professional field 

1.1. Theory and management of education, announced at State newspaper No 44/19.05.2023 

Candidate -  assoc. prof. Elena Blagoeva, PhD 

 

The candidate presented a neatly organized documents for evaluation. Her accomplishgments in research 

and teaching field is more than sufficient and exxeds the minimal national requirements and the 

requirements of New Bulgarian University.  

The main monography book titled “Education and didgtal transition in Europe – policies and attitudes” 

presents a clear an consistent research with skilful intersection of candidate knowledge in culture and 

education policy and challenges in digitalmmtransition. Empirical research is well presented and overall 

the book contributes highly to the filed of higher education managemeng and governing policies.  

 

The overall number of publications presented by the candidate reveal a consistent research interest in 

several aspexts related to educational management – quality of university education, financing of science, 

digital challenges in modern education, etc, The papers are published in reviewed journals and in 

reviewed collections.  

The quality of publication work of the candidate is of a high level. The publications are cited in numerous 

papers in referred journals.  

 

The whole work of the candidate both in research and in academic aspect supports the high quality of 

candidate’s skills and knowledge in the field of management of education. She is an active member of the 

faculty community and students states high remars about her work. She actively works to support the 

development of master program “Leadership and management in education”. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

 



 Образец за структура на рецензия/становище по конкурс за заемане 

на академичните длъжности доцент и професор в НБУ 

 

Приложение 3 към Наредба за развитието на академичния състав на НБУ 
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After a detailed and thorough review of the materials the candidate has presented I can definitely state my 

high evaluation about the work of assoc. prof. Elena Blaagoeva in both her teaching and research 

capacity.  

According to the stated above I am voting FOR admission of assoc. prof. Elena Blagoeva to election for 

professor by the Academic council of New Bulgarian University and hope she will be appointed a 

professor in professional field 1.1 Theory and management of education.  

5.09.2023           

         /доц. д-р Йонка Първанова/ 

 

 


